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2/5/90 HATONN
Hatonn here to request an urgent hearing. Nothing of this messages will be
particularly "new" but is most timely indeed so I request that it be considered
the next Express to go forth.
There are two or three things poised to fall in very short order and you need to
be aware of them. Actually, I can do very little more than make you aware if
they haven't already come into your attention. You ones want spectacular
"solutions" to what is coming down in your country--THERE ARE NO REAL
SOLUTIONS--NO MAGIC SECRETS; THE TRAP-NET IS SIMPLY BEING CLOSED
IN ABOUT YOU. All we can actually do is keep you current on the inside of the
maneuvers so that you can take whatever steps might seem appropriate to
"get you through" with the "least amount of loss and terror". I am going to tell
you again, again and again; do not be sidetracked by the "little grey men from
space--IT IS THE GREY MEN RIGHT HERE IN YOUR MIDST THAT ARE GOING
TO "GET YOU"!
Yes, there are grey-men from outlying "space" but they are also badly used.
When the dark forces came in full armor and joined forces with the evil of your
planet, it has become a most human-kind type of entrapment.
You have two separate types of ongoing maneuvers and manipulations going
on against "you the people".
First: Evil itself being assisted by input from the dark forces efforting at taking
your souls, quite frankly. And, the grey-man conspiracy which is basically
separate in thrust and that is to control all economies and enslave you as a
whole. These are loose terms so please do not assume literal translation.
"FEAR" OF SPACEMEN AND 'FEAR" OF ECONOMIC AND SOCIO-CHAOS ARE
BEING HEAPED UPON YOU BY THE TON-LOAD. IT IS SET UP TO DEMORALIZE.,
ENTRAP AND GET YOU TO GIVE UP ALL PERSONAL FREEDOM IN ORDER TO
SOMEHOW BE PROTECTED BY THOSE WHO WILL COMPLETELY CONTROL YOU.
THIS DOES NOT COME FILTERING IN FROM OUTER SPACE, THIS COMES FROM
THE EVIL ALREADY IN PLACE AMONG YOU.
You are being fed a package of terror on the one hand so that you do not
notice the real imprisonment coming upon you from the other. All we can
actually do is make you aware and ask you to pay attention to the ones who
are becoming more and more enlightened in every area. In most instances
with current actions being taken against you, I shall comment on that which is
being put forth by ones who 'KNOW' what is going on, in an effort to get the
news more widely spread and request that you pass it on. This is the only way
to form a unified network of truth. Ones will come forth with newsletters of
diversified assumptions telling you to continue in your market investing, etc.
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Be cautious indeed. There is still money to be made in that arena but it is
chancy and always remember that most of the newsletters from investment
managers---are trying to manage your money and cannot afford to tell you
otherwise. Yes, if you have lots of money to play with, and possibly lose, go
ahead and do exactly what the insiders do and you might do well. On the other
hand, IF YOU ARE NOT TRULY ON THE LIST AS ONE OF THE INSIDERS, YOU
WILL BE FORFEIT. FRANKLY, MOST OF THE ONES ON THE INSIDER'S LIST ARE
FORFEIT AND WILL BE WORSE OFF THAN ANY WHEN THE BOOM FALLS.
THERE ARE NO MORAL REGULATIONS AMONG THE GREY-MEN CROWD---IT IS
SIMPLE INDEED, THE STRONGER WILL LITERALLY KILL AND EAT THE WEAKER
PANAMA AND NORIEGA ARE PRIME EXAMPLES. YOU WILL BE NO DIFFERENT!

CENSUS
On March 23, 1990 the decennial census questionnaires will be mailed to all of
you. These will be required returned by Census Day, April 1, 1990. The
Constitution requires the counting of the population to equitably distribute
Congressional representation, but the original 6 questions of 1790 has
expanded beyond belief. 17% of you will receive a "long form". This is an 8
page form having 59 questions. 48% of the questions are directed at learning
details about the head of the household, their occupation, income and strongly
probing for Spanish or Hispanics who have immigrated into the U.S. The
remaining 83% will only need answer 14 questions. All questions are
unnecessary except for your response as to the number of individuals on your
form, however, they tell you they need the rest answered in order to "Plan".
You must answer all questions without falsifying any information under
punishment of a fine, according to the U.S. Code Title 13, Chapter 7,
Subchapter II, Section 221. If you leave questions unanswered a census taker
will call you or come to your home to get the answer personally.
The Census Bureau, in turn, is bound to keep this information confidential for
72 years. No one else - no other government body, no police department, no
court system or welfare agency, not even the IRS, is supposed to be permitted
to see this confidential information under any circumstances. Chapter 1 of the
same U.S. Code applies. BUT CAN YOU REALLY TRUST EVERY GOVERNMENT
WORKER'S HONESTY OR THE CROSS INTEGRATIONS OF THE COMPUTER
SYSTEMS OF WHICH THE GOVERNMENT CONSTANTLY BOASTS? Well, we are
certainly not recommending that you break any laws. Just be thankful if you
get the "short form". Evaluate your own individual circumstance and avail
yourself of privacy information regarding the subject. What you want to do is
raise no flags while giving the least amount of personal information. You must,
however, keep in mind the other things planned for you and the real
probability that if you falsify now--they will come back and prosecute you later
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for they are going to squeeze the noose very tightly on the monetary level and
you are going to have to make some far-reaching and wise decisions BEFORE
you make the first wrong move. You might well want to look into corporations
in Nevada so that your personal information is bland indeed. Ponder it.
Remember, you must utilize "THEIR" rules and statutes as well, or better, than
they, if you expect to win at "their" game. If however, you "have nothing" then
who will bother to come in search of you?

CURRENCY
It is time now for you dear ones who have done your homework and gotten
quite a bit of cash out of your bank accounts in $20 bills, to begin to rapidly
exchange the $20s for $10s and $5s. Every time you go into a store exchange
them, every time you go banking--exchange them--also picking up dimes and
quarters and other coins. The change in currency will bring an almost instant
move to a moneyless society whereby nothing larger than a $10 bill will be
utilized. And, it will probably be different than that greenback you hold. To
control all the money, they have to control it ALL and they will start at the top
and work down as the shackles tighten.
The PLAN is working nicely to have smaller, independent S&Ls and Banks
absorbed into one tightly controlled unit by whatever name they call it.
Already, and this includes all independent institutions, the code of reporting
rules is in place and activated. Ron Paul managed to get his hands on a
government publication called MONEY LAUNDERING: A BANKER'S GUIDE TO
AVOIDING PROBLEMS. This document has been carefully guarded in an effort
to keep it out of the press and, in any form, made public---let us help them
with their security:
The effort is toward a cashless society so don't loose your focus by the drugwar and anti-counterfeiting confusion.
The newly required rules for the banks is chilling indeed and is designed to
make sure the rules are followed in the government-mandated "war" against
the Bank's customers-YOU! The plan is an attack on cash and privacy, in an
attempt to spy upon, control, and tax every dime you earn, save, or spend.
Take a close look at Los Angeles and plan accordingly. Using the targeting
provisions of the Omnibus Drug Act, the feds have ordered all banks in L.A. to
lower the ceiling for filing a Currency Transaction Report (CTR) from $10,000
to $3,000. The Treasury now claims that L.A. is the "money laundering capital
of the world". What rot, of course, unless one takes into account the legitimate
underground economy. Miami banks were targeted last year. Probably other
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cities have been hit as well, requiring no publicity. But it is a mere matter of
weeks until it will simply be all of the U.S.--they need to organize and set up a
working scheme before all-out introduction to get the wheels running and the
computers operable. (I remind you--the last links have been put into space to
complete the circuits for instant surveillance. There are some "finishing and
polishing" satellites to be launched, etc., but the system is totally operable).
PLAN ON THE AMOUNT OF $3,000 TO BE DROPPED TO $1,000 VERY SHORTLY.
R.P. has shared a list of some of the conduct that will get you reported to the
office of the Comptroller of the Currency on its Criminal Referral Form (CRF),
and to the Criminal division of the IRS. We gratefully acknowledge his
contribution to informing the public:
**opening more than one account and making large cash deposits less than
$10,000 ($3,000 or $1,000);
**appearing "reluctant" to proceed with a transaction after being told a
Currency Transaction Report has to be filed;
**being "reluctant" to provide CTR information;
**changing "currency from small to large denominations";
**buying "a number of cashier's checks, money orders, or traveler's checks"
for less than $10,000;
**buying "CDs and (using) them as collateral for a loan";
**paying "down a problem loan suddenly";
**coming to the bank with another customer, with each of you making a cash
transaction under the $10,000 ceiling;
* *wiring money to a "financial haven";
**sending and receiving wire transfers without a past record of such
transactions;
**appearing to use an "account as a temporary repository for funds that
ultimately will be transferred to foreign-based accounts."
Do not err in assuming $10,000 even though it is outlined in the documents--it
is $3,000 everywhere and will drop. Further, DO NOT ASSUME YOU CAN
TRUST YOUR BANKER NO MATIER WHO HE IS OR HOW LONG YOU HAVE DONE
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BUSINESS WITH HIM. BANKING IS AN 11 1 RGITIMATE INDUSTRY AS
PRESENTLY CONSTITUTED, AND IT HAS ALWAYS BEEN "IN BED" WITH THE
GOVERNMENT. EXPECT NOTHING ELSE, EVEN FROM A BANK OFFICER YOU
HAVE KNOWN FOR YEARS---HIS NECK IS ON THE BLOCK!
The Banker is also instructed to beware if someone changes his "traffic
patterns" in the "safe deposit box area" (comes in and checks more often, for
example) or carries "bags or other containers that could conceal large amounts
of cash". Bankers must also report any "individual who discusses CTR
requirements with bank personnel with the apparent attempt of determining
how to avoid those requirements".
The banks now train their personnel through films made by the American
Banking Association (a Siamese twin to the federal government), where
employees are taught to be suspicious of you, and to turn you in at the least
"provocation". You must consider (how sad) that every bank employee is a
potential spy for the government and quite soon a bonus system will be
applied for bank employees who are outstanding at reporting and "catching".

PLEASE NOTE NEW REGS ON
$10,000 AND ABOVE
The Treasury (creeping crud) has now made it illegal, through regulation, for
any bank in the country to accept cash in amounts over $10,000--even if the
customer is willing to fill out a CTR---IF THE BANKER DOESN'T KNOW
FIRSTHAND THE SOURCE OF THE MONEY, AND IF THAT INFORMATION IS NOT
PROVIDED TO THE IRS. The Treasury says: "Only if as a result of strong 'know
your customer' or other internal control policies, the financial institution is
satisfied that its records contain the necessary information concerning the true
identity of the person on whose behalf the transaction is being conducted, may
the financial institution rely on those records in completing the CTR."
Then The Treasury, in the FEDERAL REGISTER, provides the banks with five
hypothetical examples of transactions to watch out for:
1) Linda Scott has had an account with a bank for 15 years and tries to
deposit $15,000 in cash. The bank knows that she is an artist who exhibits and sells her art work, and her art is currently on exhibit at the
local gallery. The bank also knows that her paintings are worth $15,000.
The bank can accept the money as long as she fills out a CM. There is no
need to inquire further about the source of the funds.
2) Dick Wallace recently opened a personal account and wants to transfer
$18,000 in currency to a foreign bank. His identity was verified when he
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opened it, but not since. The bank cannot accept the money without
inquiring about the source of the money, recording it on a CFR, and
reporting it to the IRS.
3) Dorothy Green, a partner at a law firm, wants to make a $50,000 cash
deposit into the firm's trust account. The money came from three clients.
The bank must know the names of the clients, their social security
numbers, and that information must be sent to the IRS.
4) Carlos Gomez enters a currency dealer's office and asks to buy $12,000
in traveler's checks with cash. The dealer must know the source of the
money, and whether he is acting on the behalf of another party, and that
information must be sent to the IRS.
5) Gail Julian, a trusted employee of a large retail chain, makes three large
cash deposits during one day totalling $48,000. The bank knows that
Julian normally makes the store's deposits, but the store's exemption
limit is only $45,000. The banks must have strong "know your customer"
policies, but doesn't have to ask and record further information than the
normal CTR requirement.
*** The CTR’s are stacking up at the Treasury, and at least one bureaucrat
there thinks that money launderers have begun to fill them out with impunity,
since the feds can't handle the paperwork. Having the banks do the work, and
finger "suspicious" customers, takes pressure off the government. Be most
careful how you behave in banks these days. If you enter your bank with
$15,000 and are turned away, it might be very reasonable to inquire as to
whether or not you can deposit hay today and half tomorrow? BUT I CAN
ALMOST PROMISE YOU THAT IF YOU ASK THAT QUESTION—YOU WILL BE
REPORTED! MAYA WORD TO THE WISE BE SUFFICIENT!
KNOW that cash will become illegal in the future for all but very small
monetary transactions. Within the next decade or so, no paper money with a
value of more than $10 will remain in circulation. Restrictions on the use of
cash, chiefly paper money, would provide one cheap and effective method of
crime prevention and at the same time, keep tabs on all transactions of any
type. It is already set into the guidelines of THE PLAN 2000---to rapidly phase
out cash.

WHAT OF THE "NEW" CURRENCY?
It's coming--the changes must take soft and subtle movements to keep "You
the People" quiet and begging for more laws and controls "for your protection".
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The intentional "information LEAKS" are now being put forth to the media. You
know, tabloid "secret inside leaks"! You will note an absence of drug-money
reference and a return to the old anti-counterfeiting measures. But Mr. Paul
has an excellent point---Why, when there is so much money to be made in
drugs, should criminals counterfeit? I'm going to compile some various
speculations to mix and match against that which we have already given you.
Remember that the "leaks" must go forth first to get the testing of the water
temperature done before immersing the entire body. So the trial balloons go
forth and one of the latest is junking the greenback entirely in favor of a
dramatic redesign of U.S. money that includes not just micro printing and
security threads but a whole plethora of printing gadgetry and high-tech
devices. Considered are different colors for each denomination; "Optical
variable devices" like those in the upper left-hand corner of the new Canadian
$20 bill; micro-printing and a "security thread"; new paper involving "a thick
metallic thread" weaving up and down through the paper's thickness, surfacing
on the front of the bill every quarter inch. Well, so far nothing new, but it is
the publication in the open media beginning with the Washington Post of which
you must now take note.
As I reported to you before, thanks to ex-Treasury Don Regan (and others
publicly interviewed), that the feds would like to recall $50s and $100s and
report to the IRS anyone with more than a $1,000 in these bills. (ouch) But
now, the Treasury is considering recalling $50s, $100s AND $20s and not
replacing them. The basis of the argument in favor of this move is that "credit
cards and checks are used more commonly for these amounts anyway", and
therefore, "no one would mind"!
The cashless society is a major part of the government-Trilateral "PLAN" since
beginning of "The Plan" so the blueprints are carefully laid. So, WARNING: DO
NOT HOLD MORE THAN $1,000 IN $20s, $50s AND $100s. There is no way to
know exactly and entirely what they plan for they will vary a bit as the testing
flows back to their computers, but you can know it is going to be serious
indeed. BE PREPARED, AND HOLD YOUR READY ASSETS IN GOLD AND SILVER
THAT YOU OWN AND CONTROL. STAY AWAY FROM LEVERAGING, AND NO
THIRD-PARTY STORAGE!
Watch out for this one, too: L Polikoff of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing
has finally put forth some tentative dates on the long awaited currency
changes. He said the testing of the new anti-counterfeiting paper for the
currency is still continuing. Assuming no further problems, "It's conceivable,
theoretically, that we could produce the new currency, 50s and 100s first, in
September or October." (1990)
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He also expects to see the grand opening of the new Ft. Worth Texas "Western
BEP" facility (you know, the one that was so secret it was denied existence) for
printing Federal Reserve Notes. A new press just purchased by the BEP will
soon be tested, approved, and shipped to Washington. This new "web intaglio"
press made by the Stevens Graphics Corp., Ohio, prints both sides of a note
simultaneously on a continuous roll of paper. This press will print
approximately 490,000 notes per hour, which is about 4 times as fast as
today's presses. This particular $10.2 million machine (the "Hamilton") is
designed to print on the new "plastic strip" paper coming later this year. It can
also print in three colors. It could be "on line" this summer.
It is already here, chelas. All printed and waiting. It must happen soon, with
surprise and totally suddenly to keep you citizens from being prepared.

PANAMA AND NOREIGA
We have gone over the need for the Panama invasion but I do wish to point
out some confirmed facts for your verification.
Evidence as to the real reason for the Panama invasion has now been published in the Journal of Commerce, under "Panama Bank Records Opened to
U.S. Probers". The story reports that the fall of Noriega has "opened the way
for U.S. investigators to get access to Panamanian bank records, at least
temporarily ending the promise of secrecy banks were able to offer their
customers".
Planeloads of Spanish-speaking U.S. agents are at this very moment combing
bank account records, which they expect to be a treasure trove because "the
banks were able to operate under General Noriega almost totally unhampered
by rules and regulations". That is, Noriega refused to take financial orders
from the IRS. Until the invasion, Panama had been the only country in the
Caribbean Basin to respect bank privacy, and refuse to turn its customers over
to the tax police. Sic, sic--you thought it was all over drugs.
From the Ludwig Von Mises Institute came an all-too-plausible explanation in
The New American:
"If the official reasons are unpersuasive, why did the U.S. invade? One was the
`Bushnev Doctrine'. Noriega thumbed his nose at this employer, the CIA,
during the Iran-Contra Affair. He set an example others might follow. Two,
Noriega--almost alone in the world--refused to allow the IRS to have access to
bank account records. The U.S. has tried in recent years, with much success,
to abolish bank secrecy from Switzerland and Canada. Three, under the Canal
treaties, a new administrator was to be chosen on Jan. 1, 1990. The U.S.
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didn't want Noriega making that appointment. Four, Panama used to be a
major banking center for the New York banks. After the sanctions, Noriega
went into the banking business for himself, another dangerous third world
precedent."
By the way, I would suppose that General Noriega was not one of your most
outstanding moralists of your day and age but perhaps some things should be
put into perspective. You were bombarded with alleged activities such as "voodoo" dust in a banana peel in the freezer--which turned out to be stale
tamales. You were told about his pornography, witchcraft, drugs, and a picture
of Hitler. Of interest herein—the picture of Hitler was found in the fartherest
back of an unused closet—WHILE THE PICTURE OF MOTHER THERESA WAS
HANGING ABOVE HIS DESK! SO BE IT
I would like to re-list some prior points regarding Panama and Noriega for
memory refreshment--because it is truly YOU WHO IS ON TRIAL AND READY
FOR CONDEMNATION!
How can your government, under any circumstances, justify the deaths of the
numbers of innocent persons in Panama—or, your sons and husbands who
were casualties of that "invasion"?
Panama DID NOT declare war on the U.S. Why would such a tiny country ever
even consider doing of such a thing? Noriega may be a bit "tetched", but he is
NOT THAT CRAZY!
Panama DID NOT threaten the canal, which would have been the one sure way
to cause an invasion if that had been Noriega's intent.
The death of an American soldier or an insult to a military "wife" had nothing
to do with the invasion, which was planned months and months ahead of the
action. American lives have been "sacrificed" many times, yet no invasion
resulted, as when hundreds of Marines were blown up in Beirut--does anyone
remember Beirut?
The drug issue is nothing but eyewash, just as when it's used to invade your
financial privacy at home. If you simply ended the drug war and took the high
profits out of drug dealing, you would save countless lives and put the drug
lords right out of business.
While they were destroying and looting Panama City, many Panamanian
underclass people shouted "Viva Bush!" and lots was made of it in the media--amidst total rubble and theft. Many Panamanians are delighted to be put on
the U.S. welfare rolls. But, dear ones, you are already running a quarter trillion
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dollar budget deficit. You cannot afford the domestic welfare, let alone adding
Panama and the New Free Soviet Block nations to the dole.
It is worse than that in Europe and I will but touch on it here for I wish to
cover it in more detail later, the U.S. corporations belonging to Trilaterals and
CFR, etc., will be moved into those areas of low wages and guess what will
happen to wages and production in good old U.S.A.—and what of all those
`military base closings" and the "cut in military personnel in Europe"—where
will they fit into an already shaky employment picture?
Noriega's predecessor, Omar Torrijos, also achieved power through a military
coup with CIA blessing, and also stole elections, but he was beloved because
he took orders! When Henry Kissinger and David Rockefeller asked him to take
in the Shah of Iran, he promptly did so.
The greatest danger lies in wait--an operation such as Panama's invasion is a
monstrous disaster by its very success. You now will note that Bush "has in
hand the makings of an activist foreign policy". Yes, exactly Korea and
Vietnam! YOU MUST HAVE A WAR, YOU KNOW-HOW ELSE CAN YOU SAVE THE
ECONOMY?
While on the CIA payroll for $200,000 a year, Noriega met with Ollie North,
and helped him violate your laws. But something went wrong, and Noriega
stopped cooperating. This absolutely enraged Washington.
The invasion serves the military-industrial complex. With Communism
collapsing, the military budget is under attack. Panama will be used as an
excuse for reloading the Pentagon spending to outrageous proportions.
Bush claimed he wanted to install a duly elected president. Do you really
believe that Endara was duly elected? But then, the U.S. has all but destroyed
Central America by "INSURING HONEST FT ECTIONS". Wouldn't it be nice if
you in the U.S. could have honest elections? Wouldn't it be nice if someone
would just get the only real dissenter in the last election—out of prison—put
there because he dared tell the truth. Ron Paul ran also—does anyone remember? Well, he must not have been such a grand threat as LaRouche. You
note he didn't even get honorable mention — anywhere, either.
Noriega's trial will be a point of darkness for American Jurisprudence (as if
there were much left to darken). CIA files will never be made available so you
can get the full story of the Bush-Noriega relationship. And, of course, Noriega
will never be exonerated---he will most likely be murdered before it gets very
far underway and certainly before it is all over.
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Indicting a foreign leader is past preposterous. Can you imagine if these rules
were applied to Mr. Bush? But count on it--Bush and other Trilaterists would
say this is a reason for "world government"---with them in control of course!
What of the waging war without the consent of Congress? The Constitution
states that it is unconstitutional. President--the Founding Fathers believed-ought not be able to start wars on their own say so--especially in secret
chambers.
Lastly, if you still feel you don't have any problems: The military and financial
brain of the Manuel Noriega regime was Mike Harari, an "ex"- Mossad agent
(as I have outlined for you prior to this, but I wish to remind you). Harari
trained and selected the presidential bodyguard, advised on other troops, was
Noriega's business partner, and even got Noriega to buy real estate in Israel
so that he could send his daughters to an Israeli school in Panama City. As
Noriega’s closest associate, and a foreigner, he was truly hated by many
Panamanians.
During the invasion of Panama, (woops) the U.S. Army announced that it had
captured Harari; several hours later the Army said it had all been a mistake;
they had collared Harari's chauffeur and mistaken him for his boss---come
now; does a 60year-old Israeli and his driver, a 22 year-old Panamanian,
really look alike?
Harari was released and news reports shushed immediately so as not to offend
the Israeli government, which claims it has no connection with Harari. But
Harari was recently made an honorary colonel in the Israeli Army, and on his
frequent visits to Israel, he met with cabinet ministers and other high-ranking
officials. Harari was connected with other "ex"- Mossad agents who were
caught training the drug kingpins' death-squads in Colombia. I would assume
you can draw your own informed conclusions but it might indeed be interesting
to know what Harari knows about the Colombia-Panama-Israel Triangle. I
wouldn't hold my breath if I were an air breathing human, until THAT is made
public.
Dharma, allow us to close this document at this point. I have much more to
cover but it is most urgent that ones of the receivers are kept current and
updated with all haste in these most changing and trying times.
Thank you. -HATONN

2/6/90 HATONN
Good morning in Light. Hatonn present to get right to work. I am in great
appreciation for input which continues to flow. It is fine, Dharma, the more
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bewildered you are the better opportunity we have to make corrections to
thoughts cast into cement and erroneous assumptions.
I shall only refer to groups, people and associations by symbols. It is important to identify only to the extent that ones have no excuse for nonrecognition of self "if the shoe fits" but it is the point of the message content
which must be disseminated--lessons to be learned and not higher barricades
to be in the building thereof.

TESTING AND AUTHENTICITY
I thank you ones for giving us examples from which to work. We shall
endeavor to respond but I must ask indulgence and patience.
FIRSTLY: YOU ONES WHO ARE IN THE TESTING AND AUTHENTICATING OF US
IN THIS HIGHER PLANE ARE MISSING THE POINT ENTIRELY. DISCERNMENT
COMES WITHIN THY HEART-PLACE--NOT FROM A SCRAMBLED ARRAY OF
ALPHABETIC SYMBOLS. SECONDLY: WE CARE NOT WHO DISCLAIMS US OR
THE WORK--WE ARE TESTING AND AUTHENTICATING YOUR INTENT! Further,
we find that ones have become "students" and "authorities" and "great public
spokesmen" on certain subjects and relish the discounting of this scribe's
work. Well, it is not the work of this scribe. You are mostly placing great
amounts of egg upon thy faces. This scribe is not knowledgeable in any of the
subjects about which she pens. That is why SHE IS PENNING AND YOU OF
GREAT AUTHORITY ARE NOT!
In these public Journals and letters, the testing going forth is great indeed for
there are so many false speakers and foolish nonsense being spread about.
Each one who asks writing is sending out the call to those who are intended to
receive. Those ones will question carefully and go within to receive or decline
of the message. Further, if ones about you work diligently at discrediting this
work---know that the truth is within---no one works to discredit lies in your
current day. The entire thrust is to push the lie and bury the truth--look at
yourself and see of that which y9u might be doing. Dharma knows not YOU
nor the value of the information penned. She does her job which is to clear of
all darkness and serve God. You ones who accuse her of pilfering----YOU TELL
ME HOW SHE CAN WRITE FOR SOME 10 -12 HOURS, WRITING ALL THESE
RESPONSES AND READ ENOUGH INFORMATION TO WRITE ON ANY ONE
SUBJECT MUCH LESS ON 15 OR 20 MAJOR AREAS OF KNOWLEDGE FROM
ECONOMICSTO THE REFINING OF SOUL ENERGY. WELL, SHE HAS LEARNED
TO KNOW THE TRUTH OF IT--SHE CAN'T AND THEREFORE SHE KNOWS IT
COMES FROM HIGHER SOURCE.
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Therefore, all the slings and arrows are beginning to bounce off from the
armor of OUR LIGHT.
The next is an explanation to D&GG but the story is applicable to all who come
into possession of our documents.

AN EXAMPLE
Some weeks ago GG was contacted by one, GWM who, after coming into
possession of portions of a Journal felt the truth of the contents and asked to
distribute the Journals. His initial approach was that of a greater discount than
ordinary for he was distributing many. And we most surely bless him for this.
Please read this in the intent projected for it is with great love and
appreciation unto this wondrous energy.
After absorbing more of the material, especially those portions regarding
science and the higher relationship, this one did in fact, offer the use of his
"Foundation" in total and offering all assistance to relieve Dharma of some of
the load from a unique experiment. The material is of such confidential nature
that I shall not discuss that topic further.
Following correspondence among and between us in most loving and gracious
manner it was suggested on the part of GWM that he would be allowed a six
weeks respite for self-healing. This was less than two weeks past, the letter
having been written on January 25, 1989. And we have since received
materials which he has kindly shared with us, from his own work and
association.
Let it be known that we appreciate the fact that as "each" of you comes into
this information, the questions flow like water–that is the purpose of the
writings, to wake you up and cause you to "think" but you must realize that
there are 5 and 1/2 billion people on this planet–each individual and unique,
and responding to as many differing points within the Journals. Dharma cannot
have time to absorb the materials but they are precious indeed, for we can
KNOW what is available to you ones in the public to back up our words and
work at a level you can understand--physical confirmation. Sometimes we do
naught but quote from one or another document---that is totally intentional
and set up to get response.
Well, last evening, upon return from a journey, GG found correspondence from
beloved GWM which read as follows:
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"After careful study of the matter, it has been decided that neither MSF
nor I personally will have any further participation in the marketing and
popularization of the Phoenix Journals.
"Because of the very nature of the data on which our decision is based,
it would serve no useful purpose to enter into a discussion of same.
"I thank you for facilitating our study of the materials."
and: "A friend of mine, a publisher and for 20 years a student of Tesla
materials, obliged my request to check his materials and locate some
autographed materials. I enclose 4 samples he located and a
reproduction of page 35, Chap. 3, Thurs., Nov. 23, 1989, 7:00 A.M.",
etc.
Do you not think Dr. Tesla knows of that which he does? Do you not think that
WE are intelligent enough to find documents and forge signatures quite
accurately? I can supply you with hundreds of signatures of Nikola Tesla and
each will be unique in some manner. THAT IS NOT THE POINT: DHARMA IS
NOT NIKOLA TESLA AND SHE PENNED EXACTLY THAT WHICH HE
INSTRUCTED----WHICH, IF YOU RESEARCH FROM HIS BOOK OF INVENTIONS
AND PATENTS—IS EXACTLY A DUPLICATE OF DR. TESLA'S SIGNATURE.
Here is that which you have to look at. Ones establish themselves as authorities and cannot believe that any other "one" could possibly be valid in
great pronouncements of "truth". Do you actually believe that you will find the
missing portions within that which is lying on your desks? Well, the facts are
that yes, you will---but thus far you ones in participation herein, have not
done so.
I care not whether or not you choose to pronounce validity or fraud upon our
heads or upon the head of one wondrous one, Nikola Tesla. We are offering
the call unto the ones who have already made a commitment to the work--not
the ego expertise on the historical energy. The proper ones will recognize and
respond. The ones who will obviously not allow themselves participation will
move to the side and out of the way, their contribution lost and/or hidden,
clutched unto themselves in a most greedy and selfish manner.
Let it be known right here that Dharma is quite relieved, for as my secretary,
she feels she cannot handle one more task and survive in the physical form
and I am, as all mine brethren here with me, are petitioned constantly for
"written" document, decisions, check out diagrams, build prototypes and do
miracles and great signs.
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PAINFUL AT ANY LEVEL,
HOWEVER
These insulting denials are painful at any rate---especially in instances such as
this where NOTHING has been either asked nor expected from the stone
throwers. GG nor these ones have asked for a thing and in fact, I was holding
for I knew that we would need decline the offer and it had represented some
possible, potential relief. To participate would have been most expensive in
money outlay for these ones and they have it not as there are other more
pressing apparatus to be built that has naught to do with these Journals. The
Journals present truth to man--what man does with the information is man's
business--not Dharma's, GG's, Oberli's nor MINE! Mr. Tesla certainly couldn't
care the least for he will have his intended co-workers. That, without the
necessity of sorting out the "applicants" as the applicants will sort of
themselves on just such bases as this. It is unfortunate for often in groups--all
members are excluded because of the misperceptions of one. But again, each
to his own choosing.
There are always clues, chelas, in looking for the truth of something. Even as
in this case; some "friend" who has been "a student of Tesla" for 20 years
holds more import than does Dr. Tesla himself--it has ever been thus. Then we
produce 4 samples of a signature which means zero for Dr. Tesla does not
show up down here and do his own typing nor does he "take over Dharma's
body and mind"--you ones live in a fantasy world without factual merit. You
are experiencing in illusion but you live in fantasy without basis in most of
your experience, forgetting your gift of the logical, reasoning and feeling
SOUL.
The implication of the letter of denial indicates that somehow these ones are
being denied something of which they had long petitioned. A GIFT NOT GIVEN
NOR ACCEPTED IS INDEED, NOT A GIFT! HOW CAN YOU WITHDRAW THAT
WHICH HAS NEVER BEEN REQUESTED NOR ACCEPTED?
FURTHER, AND THIS IS THE BIGGEST LESSON OF ALL, CHELAS, SO LISTEN
UP: "BECAUSE OF THE VERY NATURE OF THE DATA ON WHICH OUR
DECISION IS BASED, IT WOULD SERVE NO USEFUL PURPOSE TO ENTER INTO
A DISCUSSION OF SAME." THIS IS 7 E APPROACH OF THE OLD BLACK
BROTHERS---EVERY TIME---DO NOT EVEN ASK FOR DISCUSSION BECAUSE I
REFUSE TO LISTEN NOR EVALUATE! YOU HAVE JUST BEEN WAD" ONE MORE
TIME BY THE OLD GRAY MEN! WE HAD PETITIONED FOR NO HEARING IN THE
FIRST PLACE, SO THE TOUCHES OF EVIL INPUT IS WREL TEN ALL OVER THE
DOCUMENTS AND THE ONES OF INNOCENCE DO NOT EVEN KNOW THAT THEY
HAVE BEEN "HAD"!
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WE HAVE BEEN EXPLICITLY DENIED OF SOMETHING WE HAVE NEVER
PETITIONED FOR NOR REQUESTED. HOW CAN IT BE? BECAUSE WE HAVE
TRUTH AND EVIL WILL STOP AT NAUGHT TO DENY ITS FRUIT! BY THE VERY
DOCUMENTS QUOTED ABOVE YOU CAN KNOW SEVERAL THINGS: 1) THERE
WERE ONES IN THE GROUP INTENDED TO RECEIVE IN GREATNESS; 2) MUCH
WONDROUS GOOD "COULD" HAVE COME THROUGH THAT CONDUIT, AND 3)
THE GROUP WAS PROBABLY DESTINED FOR GREATNESS FOR THE DARK
BROTHERHOOD SO DILIGENTLY SHUT THE DOORS. GOD ONLY KNOCKS--HE
NEVER BREAKS IN THE DOOR, MY BROTHERS---NEVER! IF HE IS TURNED
AWAY--HE GOES! YE ONES MUST RECOGNIZE THE KNOCK AND OPEN OF THE
ENTRY WAY.
Signatures that do not match, indeed. If ye base your truth upon such fantasy
then you are not ready to accept your truth and purpose and the sorting is
accomplished. Dr. Tesla need tarry no longer with these ones, do you see?
This is not to toss the stones back at the sender---THIS IS FOR YOUR
LESSONS IN DISCERNMENT AND THE CLUES WHICH ALLOW YOU TO RECOGNIZE TRUTH FROM LIE SATAN ALWAYS DENIES AND SHUTS THE DOOR, LE,
"DON'T DISCUSS IT FURTHER", "DON'T READ ANY MORE", "DON'T ALLOW",
'DON'T GET INFORMED", AND ON IN THAT VEIN. GOD ALWAYS SAYS, "LOOK,
LISTEN, GAIN INFORMATION AND WISDOM AND COME WITHIN UNTO ME AND
WE SHALL DISCERN TOGETHER." ONE "ALLOWS" AND THE OTHER "DENIES".
SO BE IT!
I am most grateful for this opportunity and I greatly bless those who have
furnished us with this great lesson, for all learn by experience and example
and not so well from the endless lectures.
Dharma, allow space on this page for a few pennings of Dr. Tesla's signature
please, as I believe it will finish my point, chela. Ones are most perceptive but
foolish indeed. The signature given was indeed written by Dr. Tesla, however,
as given on the patents and penned at the time by his attorneys, Kerr, Curtis
& Page, usually Mr. Parker W. Page (#1). When he had no attorney to
signature the patents his signature was as follows, in almost all cases (#2),
and as the original signator on personal papers and/or witnessed documents
(#3). I believe a forger could do far better than Dharma, at any rate. I would
suggest that you ones begin to look into the content and intent of the
messages and cease your prattling on about irrelevant nit-picking. So be it.
Are you ready to get your world in order or do you wish to spend more years
of time in disaster? The choice is totally in your choosing.
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TRANSLATION OF JOURNALS
ONTO AUDIO TAPES
GG, do not get into that matter at this time. I do not have comment as to
intent of ones who have offered--for a "price". It is not time. If ones need
audio tapes of our *brilliance" then you will find Oberli has well over a
thousand from which to choose—as we were training this scribe. It would be
most helpful, indeed, to have the material available for those who are reading
or vision impaired but at present there is neither the time nor the funding resources to furnish the material in that manner. I thank you ones who have
offered and I accept your commitment and we will most surely make the
material available in that format but at this present time of such bombardment
and intense writing it is too heavy a burden. We must get balance into the
lives of you ones who have been so overstretched so that the distractions of
life are not so heavy--then we can press forward in a massive way. I am
humbly grateful for the offering.
As it is, I must allow Dharma and Oberli a few days from the work to engage
in legal depositions regarding their very home--I cannot ask a heavier burden
for them at this time. Let us just hold steady to the course and the way shall
be opened up and made clear. I know that you recognize that there were ones
from our Command at your recent gathering--all things are very well
monitored and we rejoice as you begin to find one another in the masses. I
hold a "Father's Pride" in D&GG's presentation in Florida for you made me
pleased that you have learned so quickly in such dense placement of your
plane. Honor yourselves for a task most well performed. Thank you. Do not
struggle too hard for the pieces shall surely fall into proper placement. Aho!

BACK TO PANAMA
From the sublime back unto the unpleasant. I have been requested to speak a
bit more regarding Panama and what is “real” and "what of the lies", mostly
regarding statistics and what really happened in that wondrous little country at
Christmas time. It is bleak indeed.
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I will reprint a statement from Elmo Martinez Blanco, Minister of Industry and
Commerce, Panamanian Government, released Jan. 5, 1990. But first, I am
going to give you some statistics which may shock you---I hope so.
In order to carry out the Christmas "Invasion" war against the people of
Panama, Mr. Bush sacrificed (killed) between 5,000 and 7,000 Panamanian
civilians. If you do not believe me, look at the pictures of the destruction and
rethink your own possibilities. The army sent to "restore democracy to
Panama" is now carrying out wholesale arrests of anyone even remotely
suspected of harboring nationalist sentiments. How about this representative
incident. On Jan. 5, 1990 members of the U.S. occupation forces in Panama
broke into the house of political activist Mario Parnther, a member of the
National Committee of the former ruling party, the PRD. NO WEAPONS WERE
FOUND, but they threw Parnther, bound, gagged and blindfolded into the back
of a truck. They also took his documents and $300 in personal funds, all the
money his family had. His family does not yet know of his whereabouts or the
status of his life. He is only one of at least 5,000 Panamanian civilians taken as
political prisoners by the U.S. occupiers. The searches are house to house and
no one can know how many additional persons are "missing".
In the name of ridding Panama of the "drug-trafficking Noriega" Bush appointed a government made up of Guillermo Endara, Ricardo Arias Calderon
and Guillermo Ford---ALL OF WHOM ARE LINKED TO DRUG-MONEY
LAUNDERING. FOXES IN THE HENHOUSE, PERHAPS? Let us break it down into
understandable language: Guillermo Endara, named as president by the U.S.,
is a business partner of a leader of the Panamanian opposition caught redhanded in the dope trade, Carlos Eleta Almaran. Endara owns significant stock
in, and sits on the board of, Harinas Panama, S.A.; Eleta is the company's
president and founder. Eleta was arrested in Apri11989 in Macon, Georgia by
U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration personnel, and charged with conspiring
to import 600 kilos of cocaine per month into the U.S., and planning to set up
shell companies in Panama to launder the estimated $300 million in drug
profits. Two associates of Eleta, arrested in the same scheme, have since
pleaded guilty to all charges. Elita remains free on $8 million bail pending trial.
This is partially in response to ones who shout at us to "name names, High Hat
Hatonn".
Ricardo Arias Calderon, sworn in as first vice president, is secretary general of
the Christian Democratic Party and brother to one of Panama's prominent
bankers, Jaime Arias Calderon. The Arias Calderon connection to drug money
centers on the now-closed First Interamericas Bank owned by Colombian drug
kingpin Gilberto Rodriguez Orejuela, and Banco Continental de Panama.
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First Interamericas was ordered closed by Panamanian banking authorities on
March 1, 1985, after the bank was caught laundering drug money, when it was
discovered that Rodriguez Orejuela was the major shareholder.
Jamie Arias Calderon is also one of the owners of Banco Continental, which has
served as a conduit for financing the election campaigns of the Christian
Democratic Party headed by his brother, Ricardo Arias Calderon. In 1985, a
captured Colombian drug-runner confessed that he had laundered some $40
million for the Cali cocaine cartel through the Banco Continental with the full
knowledge of another opposition leader who sat on the board of Banco
Continental.
Completing the governing team the U.S. installed in office on Dec. 19 is
second vice president Guillermo "Billy" Ford, a banker up to his eyes in drug
money-laundering. Ford and two political associates, Carlos Rodriguez and
Roberto Eisenmann, own the Dadeland National Bank in Miami, Florida, a bank
which was revealed in 1985 to have served as a laundromat for one of the
largest marijuana smuggling rings ever caught in the U.S. (Ford's associate,
Eisenmann, also sits on the board of Banco Continental.)
Dadeland Bank's ties to the dope mafia came to light during the trial of the
Antonio ("Tony") Fernandez drug syndicate, a ring which confessed to
smuggling more than 1.5 million pounds of marijuana into the U.S. The
Fernandez ring began buying stock in Dadeland Bank as far back as 1976; by
1984, the gang owned 9,900 shares of stock in Ford's Dadeland Bank. One of
the gang's money launderers, Ivan Robles--a political associate of Guillermo
Ford since the mid-1970s--was employed as an assistant at Dadeland National
Bank during the period he served as the mafia's courier. He testified at the
trial that he and others had also stashed part of their dope earnings in a lock
box held at the Dadeland Bank.
Recently, U.S. authorities announced a list of American banks under investigation for money laundering activities. Among the banks listed was Dadeland,
co-owned by Ford, Eisenmann and Carlos Rodriguez.
Rodriguez, who continues to be the chief executive officer of Dadeland, was
personally greeted Dec. 22 by President George Bush as Endara's envoy to the
U.S.
I suggest you all run to your library and record places and check all this out for
yourselves; for I weary of you opening both barrels against my scribe when no
one bothers to get any facts--all of which are totally available unto you.
Now the statement from Elmo Martinez Blanco:
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"I feel sorrow for the many Panamanian civilians, especially children, who had
died victims of the sophisticated American weapons, but I also feel anger,
because Mr. Bush is not telling the truth to the American people.
"Here in Panama, by far more civilians have died than soldiers. Their lives
have been sacrificed by the insanity of those who claim to be doing it in the
name of democracy. I just saw a young American soldier. He was perhaps 19
or 20 years old. He was nervous and insecure, and I doubt that he has a
chance to survive.
"The American people should demand the truth. It is their moral obligation. If
not to favor us, at least to show respect to those who have died, and will die,
because of the insane decision to bring to power a pack of semi-aristocrats
who are obedient to the dictates of the American government.
"Do the American people really believe that all these atrocities and the
sacrifice of innocent lives is done for democracy? Why was it not done in the
name of democracy in countries ruled by dictatorships friendly to the U.S. and
where tens of thousands of people died at the hands of such governments?
What about Argentina? Uruguay? Paraguay? Venezuela when Perez Jimenez
was in power? Haiti with Duvalier? All of them, and many more cruel dictatorships friendly to the U.S. There was no invasion in the name of democracy
there and then. Ask Mr. Bush why not.
"Ask Mr. Bush how many American lives have really been lost here in Panama.
How many Cobra helicopters have really been shot down? Any decent man
would feel outraged watching the choreography of the burial of soldiers he
called patriots serving democracy, when he well knows that they are victims
caught in a dirty war, conditioned by the most atrocious disinformation
campaign conducted by the American government in this century.
"What act of bravery is it--he calls it an act of bravery--when the most
powerful country in the world attacks a country with barely 2 million people,
and that, after rehearsing the invasion for many months? Ask Mr. Bush for the
truth.
"On the other hand, do the American people really believe that Mr. Bush is
after an alleged narco-trafficker as he is saying, or is he really after a man who
refuses to be obedient to the American government? The American people
know that the real drug peddlers, that the real drug handlers, the real drug
criminals are in the U.S.; why hasn't Mr. Bush thrown the Army at them?
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"The American people should be aware that our real crime, the real crime of
the government of Panama, is to assert with dignity, our total independence
and sovereignty. We are not enemies of the American people, but let it be
known that we are determined to defend ourselves. How strange it is, when
one thinks that the American people guard their sovereignty as something
sacred, and they are willing to defend it with their lives; but they also so easily
seem to forget, that there are other countries, even small countries, like ours,
whose nations, against all odds, are also willing to do so.
"Unfortunately it seems that the American people often are content with
finding out the truth years after it should have been found out. Just in recent
years, there are many of these cases. It took years before the American
people seriously questioned the idyllic happenings in Vietnam and found out
too late the atrocities being committed; too many lives had already been
wasted.
Mr. Nixon, Mr. Reagan, Mr. Poindexter, Mr. Et cetera --they are all
protagonists, playing with the truth, and the American people find themselves
asking questions today about them--perhaps too late.
"Ask Mr. Bush to defend Mr. Endara. He keeps on talking about Mr. Endara's
victory. What victory, we ask ourselves? He talks about 3-to-1 results in favor
of Mr. Endara, and we know that not even the most naive Panamanian could
accept that. We know that such a result is impossible--not even manipulated.
Panamanians are not that naive.
"It is even less acceptable, when the Supreme Court of Justice nullified the
elections, because the Electoral Court found it impossible to complete counting; and why--ask Mr. Bush. Mr. Bush might have forgotten to tell the people
that Mr. Endara's followers, armed to the teeth by Mr. Bush's government
during the elections, took by force most of the ballots from the electoral posts,
presumably to "protect them", but they never surrendered them to the
Electoral Court! Ask Mr. Bush why--why not?
"I could stay here and pose thousands of questions that Mr. Bush should
answer and which are basically the reasons why I, and most Panamanians are
willing to offer our lives in order not to let a foreign government impose on us
its will.
"And remember, we know we are against a monster. We are against a
monstrosity, against disinformation; but no matter how choreographed the
news the world might receive, we know that if we fail, it was worth it, because
we were on the side of national dignity, for national sovereignty and selfrespect. And that, no one can take away from us.
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"I am speaking as a citizen, as a decent citizen, who feels the anger that is
normal when a foreign troop is attacking and destroying your country with no
real reason whatsoever. Our real crime, I repeat, was that we have been able
to sustain and endure the aggressions, the economically imposed sanctions
against our country."
He has said it far better than I. So let it go into the record books thusly.
Further, let it be known that whole sections of Panama City were completely
leveled--especially the places of the poor and helpless---and thousands died at
the hands of, yes, -- your "humanitarian" Conspirators utilizing your youth as
the tools of evil genocide. God have mercy upon the blind for they cannot
seem to see of that which they allow! So be it and salu.
Hatonn to close, please. Thank you for your service and the reader's attention.
Good-day. Salu,
I AM HATONN

1/13/90 HATONN
BAD NEWS AHEAD
I am going to utilize an interview from USA TODAY and will simply repeat
portions as it applies. The "answers" are supplied by your Donald Regan, Wall
Street and federal "insider", who has been assigned the job of chief
Establishment cheerleader for the New Money, and it’s Czar. He advances the
plans at every opportunity, this monetary horror for you people. His status as
former Secretary of the Treasury, former White House chief of staff and his
status as former Merrill Lynch head, give him plenty of prestige for this most
repulsive job.
There are a barrage of lies about the new money to stop counterfeiting and
drug wars, etc. The purpose is to destroy your privacy and the economy.
Question (Q): You've suggested changing U.S. currency--either the size or the
color--to cut down on money laundering. How would that help?
Regan: "Any time you read about a drug bust, the amount of cash seized is
always in the thousands. In a recent haul in Los Angeles, it was over $10
million. There's also a large underground economy of people dealing only in
cash for one reason or another. Now you say to yourself, 'Why do we just have
to put up with all of these people using United States currency for their illicit
trade?' We've got to get at the cash."
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(Q): How would your proposal work?
Regan: "At the end of World War II in Europe, there was a flourishing black
market. When they wanted to stop the black market, they changed the script
that was being used by the armed forces. My plan would be that you simply
declare a short period in advance, say 10 days, that as of a certain date, the
current $50's and $100's are no longer legal tender."
(Q): What would that mean for honest people?
Regan: "That doesn't mean that money people have stashed away in their
mattresses is suddenly no good, because it is exchangeable for the new
currency and the new currency is the legal tender. But you do have to go to a
bank to make the exchange."
(Q): Would this be a one-shot thing?
Regan: "Since the currency would no longer be legal tender, you would have
forever to turn it in for legal tender. So you wouldn't have to make a mad rush
down and join a large line at the bank to get new cash. But once you do turn it
in, then you get the new stuff. Well, let's see how much of a crimp it puts in
the drug economy. And, in five years or so, change it again if you have to."
(Q): Wouldn't there be a lot of legal objections to this?
Regan: "Sure. A lot of people will raise legal questions. Do we have the right to
do this? These people are killers. We have the right to do anything we want to
them to protect ourselves. And don't tell me our Founding Fathers would never
have approved or that it's unconstitutional to go after them. It is not. I'm sure
that Thomas Jefferson or James Madison or George Washington, had they
known of a drug problem, would have gone after them."
(Q): People are taking bundles of U.S. currency to Canadian banks where
there is no requirement to report $10,000 transactions. Once it gets into the
Canadian banks, then it's into the international system. What do you do about
a situation like that?
Regan: "The way this drug money flows, it's like water flowing. If water is
flowing down a hill and you want to prevent it from coming into your back
yard, you dam it up one place, but it'll find another outlet. You've got to stop it
right at its source and not let it come down the hill”
(Q) But we can't seal our borders.
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Regan: "We have to go to the source of a lot of this. For starters, it's
Colombian and other Latin American banks and Caribbean banks. We need
international cooperation. Laundering drug money is a common problem."
(Q): Some say there's a reluctance, particularly by Treasury people, to really
move on money laundering, that they've got other concerns they see as being
more important.
Regan: "Sure. Capital gains. Tax. Third World debt and so forth. Well, are they
part of the United States government or not? Is this president saying that
drugs are our No. 1 problem? If this is the No. 1 problem, then it should be
recognized for that and some attention paid to it, and the president has to lay
down the law. I mean, come on guys, let's get this done."
(Q): Who should handle this?
Regan: "It has to be the financial people in government and outside of
government who get together to handle this aspect of the problem. And with a
topnotch person at the head of it."
IS YOUR MIND NOT SCREAMING "STOP"? OH MY CHELAS, MY CHELAS--SEE
AND HEAR FOR IT IS THE ELEVENTH HOUR INDEED. THE PRESSES HAVE
ALREADY PUSHED OUT BILLIONS.
This change-over will be without warning and it can happen at any moment.
All is not technically in place and they missed the start-up due to these
technicalities. If the new satellites work properly, take a deep breath and start
wishing you had listened.
I AM HATONN
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